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In the beginning were our Brands…
Our Brands are our asset. It is our
mission to cherish them.
They are the main reason why our
clients enter the stores and buy.
As suppliers, all our development
initiatives must be driven by this
objective. This gives the added value
and differentiation to our channel of
distribution. It is by being innovative
that we will keep that appeal to our
customers and remain modern and
sought after.

introduction

a brand
new world
book your table at the desk on level 1 if
you have not already done so. Today really
is your last chance, so don’t miss out on
what promises to be a truly memorable
evening. I hope you have also enjoyed The

As an Association of suppliers, it has to

Scene this week, which has been celebrating

be our goal to understand our business

its 10th anniversary with some excellent

environment and support our members

entertainment. You will have seen that we

providing, via TFWA World Exhibition, the

have returned to one tent in order to give

most premium environment that will ensure

more of a Riviera Beach luxury club vibe. It’s

the best working atmosphere and facilitate

definitely the place to be this week after the

business expansion. At the same time, we

evening’s parties and dinners.

must be consistent to our business reality

Let me finish by thanking our sponsors for

i.e. reflecting a travel retail industry set

their loyal support year after year.

against a backdrop of a rapidly changing

TFWA Marketing sub-committee members: Alain Bonardo, Bonardo Travel
Retail; Manou Heitzmann-Massenez, Distillerie G.E. Massenez; Cristina
Marcellini, Salvatore Ferragamo; Sylvie Lavagno, Vice-President Marketing,
TFWA; Nadia Skouri, Oxygen; James Perry, Brown-Forman Beverages; and
Béatrice Heudier, Clarins.

world, both politically and economically.
Duty free and travel retail is, in effect, a
microcosm of this shifting world, directly
influenced by a new breed of traveller with a

A final reminder of the AGM that takes
place tomorrow at Audi K in Le Palais
des Festivals. It is your chance as a TFWA
Member to make your voice heard in the
running of TFWA and its events.

different set of requirements and needs.

From all of us at the TFWA Marketing Team,

This year has seen the implementation of a

led to continuously high numbers from the

programme for the week. It’s a great

we hope you are having a very successful

new communication designed to recognise

region. The marketing team has also worked

tool for improving the efficiency of your

and enjoyable week here in Cannes.

‘A brand new world’, a world which we

hard to improve our American contingent

week and I hope many of you have taken

believe – whilst challenging – offers new

and last year they became our third most

advantage of its availability.

opportunities which we must embrace.

important visiting country.

TFWA World Exhibition is our global stage

TFWA World Exhibition is, of course, our

In marketing our TFWA events we aim to

– a first-class event for the world’s leading

key event and, in adapting to the new world,

be as up-to-date with today’s technology

brands and key industry stakeholders. To

one goal has been to increase our scope

as possible. Consequently, the past few

reflect this status, we have worked hard

regionally. Given the event’s location, it is not

years have seen dramatic improvements

to raise the standard, creating a premium

surprising that Western Europe takes the

in our e-communication through a much

quality offer that stands out from any

bulk of the top 25 visiting nationalities while

improved, interactive website; e-news

other, and this is reflected in the quality

Russia, with increasing visitor numbers, is

communication and online Exhibition

of our overall ‘look and feel’. This year we

leading the growth from Eastern European

Directory, which is new for 2011. This year

returned to the Palm Beach for the Opening

countries. However, Asia is also becoming

we are going one step further with the

Cocktail and for tomorrow’s Le Premium

an increasingly important source of visitors

availability of a Smartphone application

Evening. Back to a seated dinner format,

representing 14% of the total, while

which gives delegates the opportunity

this is a total sell out, with the incredible

continued growth in the Middle East has

to have at their fingertips the complete

James Blunt performing, so be sure to

Members’ Breakfast
TFWA will be hosting a Members’ Breakfast at 09:00 on Friday 23 September in the TFWA
Lounge. The breakfast is open to all TFWA Members. The TFWA Lounge is located in the
Golden Village, Level 1.

Majestic Restaurant
The Majestic Hotel is offering a special menu for TFWA World
Exhibition delegates at its Majestic Restaurant on the beach.
Delegates must make advance bookings and present their
badge to take advantage of this special offer.

Sylvie Lavagno
Vice-President Marketing,
TFWA

Download
the TFWA
World
Exhibition
app
A fantastic new app for iPhone and BlackBerry
has been launched for TFWA World Exhibition.
It is an invaluable resource for visitors to this
year’s event, containing details of the week’s
programme, full list of exhibitors and their
stand location, and all onsite services.
It is the perfect tool to maximise your time
at TFWA World Exhibition.
The new app is the latest element of TFWA’s

Tel: +33 (0) 4 92 98 77 30 or 77 32

evolving communications strategy, which
has embraced new technologies, including
the improved, interactive website, e-news

This deal is in addition to the lunch menu offered by the Bay
Restaurant, situated within the Palais des Festivals outside
the Bay Village.

communication and online Exhibition
Directory, which is new for this year.
Download the app now at: www.TFWA.com
TFWA DAILY – 3
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Mine's an 'Oak & Coke'

Bacardi Global Travel Retail welcomed Bacardi OakHeart
into travel retail in style last night, with an exclusive
launch party at the Majestic Hotel in Cannes.
After being greeted with the new drink of choice – ‘Oak &
Coke’ (OakHeart mixed with cola) – partygoers were given
the chance to win a holiday to a destination of their choice.
As they entered the party, everyone was given a key and
if it could open a lock on the OakHeart barrel, they won a
prize ranging from an iPad to the luxury holiday.
A live DJ was on hand to provide the entertainment, while
guests were invited to play table football and have their
picture taken in the Bacardi OakHeart photo booth.
“This is a fitting party because Bacardi OakHeart is
our biggest launch for 15 years,” said Vinay Golikeri,
marketing director, Bacardi GTR. “OakHeart is a
wonderfully smooth spiced rum and we’ve had nothing but
positive feedback from our customers. It has received a
resounding ‘yes’ all-round!”

Joining in the fun: Laya Saludo Sweeney, head of
category (Fashion & Accessories), Heinemann Asia
Pacific; Rüdiger Stelkens, director purchase, Liquor,
Tobacco, Confectionery, Gebr. Heinemann; Allison
Mitchell, senior brand manager, Bacardi GTR; and Max
Heinemann, COO, Heinemann Asia Pacific.

Beachfront
Celebration

Bally turns 160

Mavive hosted an exclusive event hosted at the Mercure Croisette Beach Hotel
beach last night to celebrate the launch of the new Zippo fragrance for men and the
company’s other projects for 2012.
“This party is mainly celebrating the Police and Zippo brands and is for our friends from
all over the world,” said Massimo Vidal, managing director, Mavive.
Pictured left to right: Abbas Ali Khan, regional manager Middle East, Iran, India and
Pakistan; Massimo Vidal, managing director, Mavive; Kamlesh Pattini, chairman export
& tourism, The Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry; and Manish Nair,
managing director, Diplomatic Duty Free.

Bally celebrated its 160th anniversary with a cocktail party in the hills of Cannes last night.
“It is traditional for us to hold an event like this every year and we believe a consistent
approach is key to being successful in the luxury goods market,” said Dr. Berndt Hauptkorn,
CEO, Bally. “We are lucky in relation to travel retail, as the brand is so global. Customers in
Asia especially appreciate the quality.”
Guests enjoyed drinks and canapés overlooking the bay and got a sneak peek of the latest
collection, which was displayed on ice cube style furniture co-designed by Cory Barrett,
creative head of visual merchandising, and can be seen in Bally stores around the world.
4 – TFWA DAILY

Pictured left
to right: Cory
Barrett, creative
head of visual
merchandising
and Dr. Berndt
Hauptkorn,
CEO, Bally.

cocktails
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'World Class'
Diageo GTME held a
cocktail party last night
celebrating its ‘World
Class’ campaign for
its premium brands.
Adam Irvine, customer
marketing manager:
Global Customers,
Global Travel & Middle
East, explained that it
has been turned into a
shopper-facing activity
this year. Irvine is
pictured (left) with Luc
Liebens, customer team
manager, Global Travel
and Middle East, Diageo.

Parker
writes
it's own
story

Art & Fragrance party
Art & Fragrance last night held a spectacular party at
the Majestic Hotel to celebrate the launch of the Lalique
Nilang fragrance, the Hommage à l'homme male
fragrance and its new jewellery line. Roger von der Weid,
CEO, Art & Fragrance, said: "TFWA World Exhibition is,
for us, the most important trade show of the year. Lalique
Nilang is a relaunch for us, with modern, up-to-date
packaging. Hommage à l'homme will be launched at the

beginning of 2012. We also have two new jewellery lines
from Lalique. The reaction from our partners at the show
has been very enthusiastic."
Anne Kazuro, Lalique’s head of marketing for jewellery,
added that the collection features a lot of innovation and
is about creating a lifestyle.
The jewellery was presented in an impressive catwalk
show during the launch.

Parker has launched a global pop-up activation plan
to highlight the launch of Parker 5TH Technology and
the Parker Ingenuity Collection. Yesterday, Parker held
a special cocktail party at its exclusive location at the
entrance of TFWA World Exhibition.
Parker’s innovative 5th Technology pen has a smart
glide tip, which not only adjusts to the user’s individual
writing style, but also offers a clean cutting-edge refill
tip. Classic and timeless, the design includes slim to
large models with a variety of colours and finishes, and
guarantees a smooth gliding feeling.

Drinks International
awards winners
1. Best Drinks Launch at TFWA
Cannes 2011
The Jacobite Collection. Drambuie
2. Best Luxury Drinks Brand of the Year
The Jacobite Collection. Drambuie
3. Best Drinks Launch of the Year

7. Supreme Travel Retail Champion
Captain Morgan on the Rocks Americas. Diageo
8. Supreme Travel Retail Product
Champion
Johnnie Walker. Diageo

Red Stag by Jim Beam.
Lime PR- Beam Travel Retail
4. Best Packaging/Repackaging of a
Drinks Brand

Johnnie Walker Blue Label Greg Norman

Operator
Awards

Limited Edition. Diageo

Travel Retail Drinks Buyer of the Year

Johnnie Walker Blue Label. Diageo
5. Best Presentation Box/Gift Box

6. Most Creative Marketing Concept/

6 – TFWA DAILY

Gerry Crawford -

Travel Retail in Store Promotion

Head of retail at Dublin Airport Authority

Captain Morgan on the Rocks -

Travel Retail Operator of the Year

Americas. Diageo

Gebr. Heinemann

airline, cruise & ferry workshop
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Airline, Cruise &
Ferry Workshop
This year, for the first time, yesterday
morning’s Airline Workshop was
expanded to include the Cruise and
Ferry sectors. Although the retailing
environments and customer profiles
differ, clear synergies were drawn
across the sectors. 160 delegates
attended the workshop – an increase
on last year.

liquor and tobacco, but recent trends have
seen growth in wine and spirits specialities.”
Ehrenberg concluded by saying that ferry
operators should be proud of the uniqueness
of ferry travel.
Trevor Moore, buying & merchandising director,
Harding Brothers, followed with his perspective
on retail and the Cruise sector. Opening with
some impressive statistics, he said: “There are
about 400 cruise ships in operation today, with

Magnus Ehrenberg, chief executive,

more than 500,000 berths, and that is set to

Ehrenberg Kommunikation, gave an overview

double over the next 20 years.”

of the challenges and opportunities facing

Moore described the sales opportunity in the

the Nordic ferry sector. He said that last year,

Cruise sector as “niche”. “Our numbers will

almost 327 million passengers travelled on

always be low in overall travel retail terms,

ferries in Europe. “After the financial crisis,

but the difference is the time we have with

there was a major improvement in results

consumers. The average cruise is 14 days,

from 2009 to 2010 by most operators – mostly

but some can be up to three months,” he

because of freight,” he commented.

said. “Our customers tend to be from a higher

The challenge for the ferry business today,

demographic and have a higher propensity

Ehrenberg explained, is to improve its image,

to spend. The biggest thing for us is how we

work on product development, use of social

market the experience to the customer and

media, PR and marketing. He said: “In terms

how a brand can help us with that.”

of the onboard retail experience, concepts

Jewellery is a big seller in the Cruise sector,

should reflect modern lifestyle shore-side.

as people often travel on cruises for a

To speed up conversion, we must give people

special occasion. “For first-time cruisers,

what they want. The all-time favourites are

the destination is often the ship, so we

01
will sell lot of product featuring the ship’s

important. He highlighted the onboard shop

logo or name. By their fifth or sixth cruise,

that Korean Air is implementing on its A380s

passengers will want a souvenir from the

as a “bold” move. He concluded by telling

destination of the ship,” commented Moore.

the retailers in attendance: “The brands

Raphael Bejar, CEO, Airsavings, focused on

hosting us here value you. The unique

innovation, technology and the big ancillary

environment you provide is where their

revenue picture. “Innovations breed new

product can meet passengers.”

revenue opportunities in any industry,” he
explained. “Airlines are looking towards
providing more pre-sell, online, mobile and
virtual products. Airlines must become
agile and move faster when new ideas and
concepts are presented to them.”
Pierre Freyssinet, CEO, Uleo Holding, agreed
that innovation and technology are extremely

01 Raphael Bejar, CEO, Airsavings: “Airlines are looking
towards providing more pre-sell, online, mobile and virtual
products. Airlines must become agile and move faster
when new ideas and concepts are presented to them.”
02 Trevor Moore, buying & merchandising director,
Harding Brothers; Pierre Freyssinet, CEO, Uleo Holding;
Raphael Bejar, CEO, Airsavings; and Magnus Ehrenberg,
chief executive, Ehrenberg Kommunikation.

02

BMW
courtesy
cars
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TFWA would like to thank BMW
for providing courtesy cars
under a special partnership
during this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition.

social programme
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Le Premium
Evening
Thursday 22 September, 19:30

Exhibitor
addendum

Palm Beach
Always a highlight of the week, this year’s Le Premium

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Evening will be truly spectacular. The evening includes
a black tie gala dinner and a private concert by worldrenowned, award-winning singer-songwriter James

LES ATELIERS DE LA MAILLE – Blue Village D3

Blunt. It will provide a fitting finale to a successful week.
Contact:................................... Gary Spilet

Dress code: Black tie
Entrance by invitation only (part of full delegate status)
Shuttle service available from all major hotels.

Tel:.......................................... +33 142 338 583
Email:...................................... gary.spilet@lesateliersdelamaille.com
Address: 42 rue des Jeuneurs, Paris, 75002, France

Seats are limited. Please visit Le Premium Evening
desk before 3pm on Thursday to book your table.

PLAY TIME
��th Frontier
Awards
Wednesday 21 September,
18:30 - 22:30
Hôtel Martinez
A night of celebration aiming to recognise
outstanding examples of marketing,
innovation and retail excellence.
Dress code: Black tie
Ticket holders only

The social programme at TFWA
World Exhibition provides
many of the highlights of the
week. This year sees the 10th
anniversary of The Scene,
with a special Birthday Party
planned on Wednesday night
and a spectacular closing night
on Thursday.

PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582 – Yellow Village E42
Contact:................................... Gérard Laboisse
Tel:.......................................... +39 015 355 517
Email:...................................... glaboisse@gmail.com
Address: Via Milano 82, Biella, 13900, Italy

Fragrances & Cosmetics

NOUGAT LONDON – Riviera Village RE3
Contact:................................... Philippa Thomas
Tel:.......................................... +44 207 323 2222
Email:...................................... pipt@nougatlondon.co.uk
Address: 5th floor, 19/20 Berners Street, London, W1T 3NW, UK

NUXE – Blue Village F23
Contact:................................... Géraldine Pra
Tel:.......................................... +33 153 530 750
Email:...................................... gpra@nuxe.com
Address: 19 rue Péclet, Paris, 75015, France

Entrance by invitation only
(please note that your exhibition
badge must be presented)

Wine & Spirits

Wednesday 21 to Thursday 22

Birthday Party

September, 22:00-02:00

Wednesday 21 September

FOLLADOR PROSECCO – Blue Village G13

Riviera Beach

The Scene celebrates
its 10th anniversary
this year. The luxurious
private venue on the
beach is established as
the focal point for late
night socialising.
Two very special events
take place this year:

A special night for a very special anniversary – The
Scene, sponsored by TFWA, will celebrate its 10th
birthday in style. We promise you an unforgettable
evening with an exclusive selection of music and
exciting entertainment. So make sure you join
everyone to mark 10 years of passion, panache and

Contact:................................... Naomi Wood
Tel:.......................................... +39 (0)4 381 890 653
Email:...................................... naomi@follador.co.uk
Address: Via Gravette 42, Col San Martino, Treviso, 31010, Italy

great festivities at The Scene n°10!

Closing Night
Thursday 22 September

MOSES VODKA – Yellow Village E30

The festivities will reach a crescendo on Thursday
night with a performance from an international live
band – The White Cats! Don’t miss out – come and
join in the fun, dance the night away and celebrate
this milestone anniversary. See you there!

Contact:................................... Nadav David
Tel:.......................................... +358 505 004 443
Email:...................................... nadav.david@globaldrinksfinland.com
Address: Puistokatu 3 A 2, Helsinki, 00140, Finland
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dubai duty free
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Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman of Dubai Duty Free, George Horan, President, Ramesh Cidambi, Director – IT
& Logistics and Sinead El Sibai, Manager - Events, Advertising & Media Relations, receiving the Superbrands ‘Brand of the
Year’ award from Mike English, Director of Superbrands Middle East.

Award-winning
Dubai Duty Free
Dubai Duty Free is regularly
recognised with awards for its
achievements. Examples in 2011
include the announcement in July that
the operator had won the prestigious
Superbrands ‘Brand of the Year’
award for the second time.

Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty Free and Saba Tahir, Manager-Purchasing, Vendor Support
and Research with the DFNI Award for ‘Middle East Travel Retailer of the Year’, together with Amanda Felix, Publisher
of Duty Free News International.

“This award reflects the views and opinions

in service, innovation and quality within

of frequent travellers and we are delighted

the airport retail sector and as such, it is

to once again claim the top spot in the duty

fantastic to receive this recognition for the

free category. It is a great endorsement

11th time. We hope to retain this award for

of the operation that we continue to win

many years to come and I would like `

and reflects the hard work of all of our

to thank all of those who voted for Dubai

employees,” commented McLoughlin.

Duty Free.”

Meanwhile, at the DFNI Asia Pacific Awards

Over the past 27 years, Dubai Duty Free

Year’ and as we won the same award last

ceremony, which took place at the TFWA

has received more than 160 national and

year, we are the only company to receive this

Asia Pacific event in Singapore in May, Dubai

international awards in recognition of its

accolade twice. I suppose the real reward

Duty Free secured the coveted ‘Middle East

customer service, trend-setting retail

is that it recognises the investment that we

Travel Retailer of the Year’ award for the

initiatives and marketing.

have made, and continue to make, in building

11th time. The DFNI Awards for Travel Retail

The operator retained its position as the

up our brand and in promoting our business

Excellence in Asia/Pacific recognise the

world’s single largest airport retail operation

as well as the city of Dubai.”

achievements of the Asia/Pacific travel retail

in 2010, with sales of US$1.27 billion. Sales

Impressively, Dubai Duty Free also received

industry, and are based on votes received

so far this year are up by an impressive

Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman,

the award for ‘Best Duty Free Shopping’ at

from industry partners.

+17%, and Dubai Duty Free is on course for

Dubai Duty Free, said: “We were delighted

the Business Traveller Middle East awards

Accepting the award, McLoughlin said:

another record year, with sales expected to

to be named the Superbrands ‘Brand of the

ceremony in May, for the 10th consecutive year.

“The DFNI Awards recognise excellence

reach US$1.4 billion.

TFWA DAILY – 13
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BUYER FEEDBACK

Nestlé ITR
forecasts
the
Perfect
Store
The Perfect Storm (2000 Warner Bros) was
clearly not the best travel retail experience.
In contrast, the Perfect Store (2011
Nestlé International Travel Retail) offers a
considerably happier outcome for retailers
and customers alike. Yesterday, Alan

"We are looking to build relationships with suppliers within all categories here at the show and we have lots of meetings
planned with airlines, such as Air France. This helps us to better serve our customers." Japan Airlines’ Yusaku Kuhara,
senior director catering & inflight services purchasing, and Hiroyasu Kondo, director catering & inflight services purchasing.

Brennan, customer marketing manager,
Nestlé ITR, took time out from meeting
buyers in the Palais to explain the results of
the Nestlé ITR programme to increase sales
in travel retail everywhere.
The Nestlé desire to understand the
traveller and to convert them into more
shoppers and buyers of its confectionery is

Fred Porchet, marketing manager Nestlé ITR, with a
showcase of Nestlé SWISS – a travel exclusive collection
which marks the move into premium gifting for the
first time. Nestlé believes it can deliver a stronger
performance in the top end of the sector, which has not
grown as fast as the confectionery average.

underpinned by considerable research. But

Guido Vitali, head of commercial, Florence Airport: "This
year I’m here looking at three different types of offering
for Florence Airport. It’s my fourth year attending
this event and it’s going to be very busy as I have 40
meetings arranged for the next four days."

Tim Horton, buyer – liquor and tobacco, Harding
Brothers: “This show provides an opportunity to meet
everyone I don’t get to meet during the course of other
events. I’m a buyer for luxury cruise lines, so it’s a very
high-end product that I’m looking for."

the result is not just a report – Perfect Store

spend per head increased by 12%. “We also

is a viable application of science directly

know the results from the other categories

to travel retail requirements, with several

used in our cash till point strategy and we

suggested building blocks and strategies,

can make recommendations to retailers on a

and direct benefits, not only to Nestlé and

cross category basis,” offered Brennan.

confectionery, but also other categories.

Perfect Store contains several other sales

Some of the key findings of the research are

“building blocks", addressing the means

compelling: 15% of consumers don’t even

to harness growth in BRIC markets, and

notice confectionery, but of the 17% that do

suggesting some radical and some long

purchase, 36% are buying for themselves.

overdue common sense changes to convert

So, while gifting should clearly craft the

travellers to shoppers in the complex

product line, it should take a significant

check-in to boarding gate journey. The

element of self-gifting into consideration.

whole Perfect Store project convincingly

There’s no surprise that most decisions for

dismisses simplistic assumptions that

cosmetics and alcohol are pre-planned,

globally recognised brands will simply sell

but the statistic in confectionery is largely

themselves. But, most significantly, more

reversed with 70% of decisions made on

than simply providing research, it generates

impulse. Therefore, the average 90-120

real, practical solutions to the travel retail

second cash till queue – the one thing that

environment which, in the case of the

every consumer in the world is guaranteed

cash till point strategy, produced a 25%+

not to be delighted about – remains to

improvement in confectionary sales.

Nestlé ITR a Heaven-sent dwell-time
opportunity. Despite this, confusion reigns
at the cash till points worldwide – a diverse
range of carefully devised and muchWilly Perez de Corcho, vice president, Compliance and
Design Development, DFASS Group: “I don’t really have
any specific expectations for the show because I’m here
to see what the whole show is about and I’m interested
in seeing what the new offerings are in the sector.”

Marc Derenne, director tender project coordination,
Servair: “I’ve decided to attend as I’ll be able to meet
a number of different brands in one place. It’s my first
time attending this event, but I’ve set up all of my
meetings already, so it’s going to be a busy few days.”

appreciated products can be piled on top
of one another, definitely not encouraging
the impulse purchases which generate
most confectionery sales. In a graphic
demonstration of the practical use of the
Perfect Store strategy, Brennan explained
how research has been used to devise brand
new cash till sales points. Significantly,
the opportunities do not merely centre on
Nestlé – consumers expect a good range
of categories at the cash till point, and
indeed the new Nestlé unit on show in the
Palais includes liquor and Travel Blue travel
accessories. Some of the results of the cash
till sales point strategy are surveyed, but
others are directly measurable because the
products are unique to the cash till point

International Duty Free Shops delegation: Sheila Chua,
commercial director; Revic Catalina Tantoco-Rodrigo,
general director; Candice Medina-Tantoco, marketing
director; and Cristita C. Baldos, commercial director.

14 – TFWA DAILY

Manish Nair, managing director, Diplomatic Duty Free
Ltd: "I expect that there will be many visitors from many
different countries here this year. I’ve come over from
Africa and, as this is a growing region, I expect interest to
be very high. We’re hoping to increase our brand portfolio
so we’ve come here looking for selective brands."

displays. And they are compelling: Surveyed
shopper interaction with the products on
display more than doubled from 15% to 34%.
But most importantly, those measurable
sales nearly doubled from 8% to 15% – and

Alan Brennan, Nestlé ITR customer marketing manager,
shows off how a cash till sales point should look in the
Perfect Store. This concept can improve confectionery
sales by over 25%.

exhibition news
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Exclusive Scents
Dubai-based perfumer Ajmal is launching two

It’s hoped that these travel retail exclusives will

new unisex fragrances here at the show. Ambre

help to grow Ajmal’s business in Europe. “There

Pimenté is a spicy amber, while Ambre Fruité is

is still a lot of resistance to carrying perfumes

a fruity amber.

from a Middle Eastern company like ours.

“If you look closely at major perfume

However, we believe it is only a matter of time

launches, you will see that the line between

until people realise that we are committed to

what men would wear, and what women

the channel and that it is worthwhile taking the

would choose is wearing thin,” said Maysan

risk. We have proven to operators and retailers

Al Hajeb, head – travel retail. “Indeed, these

that we can be successful.”

days it is more challenging to find a bottle
that appeals to both.”

Red Village H18

Furla's Fresh Start
Furla held a cocktail reception on its stand

the first day and three more this morning. I

yesterday lunchtime to celebrate the brand’s

can’t yet reveal where the contracts are, as

“fresh start” in travel retail. With new head of

we need to finalise the details after the show,

travel retail Gerry Munday at the fore, there’s

but they are 100% confirmed.”

no doubt the brand is headed for big things.

The brand has gone from strength to

“Furla is a high quality brand – not a

strength in the past few months, including

premium brand – and this is the way we want

opening a store in Las Vegas McCarran

it to stay,” said Munday, who is pictured here

Airport’s Terminal 3. “We are currently

with team members Maria Giulia Agnoli,

investing a lot in rebranding our stores

travel retail assistant manager, Europe,

and the fact that Furla has got me onboard

Middle East & Africa and Grace Kim, general

shows they are serious about the business,”

manager. “In 25 years in travel retail, I have

added Munday.

never experienced such a productive show in
Cannes. We secured five new locations during

Misaki
takes
Milan

concepts, for instance.”
Misaki is encouraging airlines to educate
consumers about the fact that they still
get a great deal at the airport and inflight.
“Many consumers in Europe are conditioned
to believe that they aren’t making much
of a saving in travel retail,” said Wille.
“Airlines such as Emirates do a great job
of communicating this and Heinemann

Travel retail is still a major focus for Misaki

offers an innovative service where you can

and the company’s efforts have won it a

get your purchase delivered to your home,

6-7% growth annual rate globally and, within

but there could be much more done at the

this, a 15% increase in business on airlines.

pre-shopping stage, for instance, to bolster

“We have done incredibly well, but the

confidence and stimulate sales.”

challenge for us is having to compete not

Catherine Autier, director of marketing and

only with other jewellery companies but

communication, was pleased to announce

with brands in other categories, which is

a new partnership with fashion designer

an effect of the economic squeeze,” said

Francesco Scognamilio (designer to Lady Gaga

Philipp Wille, president. “To combat this,

and Madonna), who will be debuting custom-

we aim to stand out as much as we can with

made clothing and accessories featuring

promotions and by making it as easy as

Misaki pearls during Milan Fashion Week.

possible for our customers to browse and
buy our products, with accessible display

16 – TFWA DAILY
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Skagen
busy with
buyers
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Originally a legwear producer, Wolford has

Wolford opens new
Fraport store

successfully applied its unique patterns,
advanced technology in fabrics, and high
quality to other premium products, such as
lingerie, tube dresses, swimwear and body
wear. New premium luxury collections are
to be launched soon, promising innovative
patterns and qualitative comfort.

Buyers coming along to look at Skagen’s

Eager to expand its international travel

new Stretch Mesh and Danish Blue

retail presence, Austrian-based Wolford is

collections included Manish Nair, managing

also opening up new stores. Presently, it

director of Diplomatic Duty Free (left) and

operates five shops in airports in Germany

Shinas Ahmed of Suzan General Trading

and Austria; a brand new shop will open

(right). “Simplicity and beauty in modern

in Frankfurt in February 2012, and other

design can be seen throughout Denmark

European locations will follow. Asia, as well

and now you can find it in our latest line

as the US travel retail market, are also the

of women’s watches, which are inspired

focus of its planned expansion in the sector.

by the shifting sands sweeping across the

Yellow Village A19

beaches of Skagen,” explained Marianne
Linder, key account manager, travel retail,
demonstrating the Stretch Mesh Collection.

Fraport’s managers of category management fashion
Verena König and Verina Roßdeutscher discuss Wolford’s
new Fraport store with Marc Mansour, Wolford’s travel
retail & duty free international manager.

Yellow Village H45

Vince Camuto fragrance
Parlux is adding American fashion designer
Vince Camuto to its wide portfolio of celebrity
perfumes. The Majestic Hotel served as the
perfect setting for introducing the designer’s
first women’s fragrance to the international

Nemiroff
gets
'Distinct'

trade on Monday evening.
Vince Camuto’s new perfume is not the only
new fragrance introduced by Parlux in 2011.
Earlier this year, Rihanna’s first fragrance
‘Reb’l Fleur’ was launched, to be followed
by ‘Rebelle’ in early 2012. Similarly, TFWA
World Exhibition will serve as a platform to
introduce Jessica Simpson’s ‘I Fancy You’ and

Ukraine’s market leader and the third

Paris Hilton’s ‘St Moritz’, which will both be

best-selling vodka producer worldwide

launched in 2012. Parlux will also be showing

(according to Drinks International),

the new Marc Ecko fragrance, ‘Unlimited

Nemiroff produces 26 different spirits,

Orange’, for the first time this week.

including the popular Ukrainian Honey
Pepper, Nemiroff Original, Cranberry on

Green Village M64

American fashion designer Vince Camuto presents his first women’s fragrance with Parlux’s chairman and
CEO Frederick E. Purches.

Cognac and Lex Ultra. Light and subtle in
flavour, the premium white vodka ‘Distinct’
was recently added to the premium
spirit portfolio.
Since 2002, when Nemiroff first entered the
duty free market, its travel retail presence
has grown to 42 countries, and sales nearly
doubled last year. Keen on staying one of
the top spirits exporters, the important
markets of Australia, New Zealand, Syria,
Finland, Japan and Switzerland were
added; and Poland, Moldova and Armenia
were included in its duty free portfolio.

Blue Village G1

Underberg
– tradition
meets
innovation

TFWA founding-member Underberg is

targeted towards women. Its smaller 10 vol

constantly innovating its presentation

alcohol counterpart XUXU10 is sold with a

and product range, focusing especially on

straw for convenience. Both are bestsellers in

the traveller's needs with different sizes,

Russia and Turkey.

individual packaging, special editions, reward

Redefining the traditional Austrian

schemes, and even a new organic line.

champagne ‘Schlumberger’, 18-month

This year, several new products have been

old ‘White Secco’ and ‘Rosé Secco’ were

launched, including XUXU – a 15 vol vodka

introduced; in fact so successfully that the

with 66% strawberry content, which is

rosé selection is completely sold out until
May 2012!
Equally, Riesling shot ‘Loreley’ was
introduced – a line extension to the Asbach
wine-cognac mix; and a new presentation
was designed for Polish vodka Grasovka, as
well as cream liqueur Amarula.
Celebrating its 165th anniversary, a special
edition of the Underberg tins was launched as
well, attracting Underberg’s many collectors.
“The loyalty campaign is very successful,”
explained chairwoman Hubertine UnderbergRuder. “Currently, one bottle-top is collected
every three seconds.”

Red Village K19
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presented the products earlier in the year,

Great
start
for
Guess

we only had the catalogue to show people

Guess Jewellery – which is being distributed

This year is Dayan’s 25th consecutive year in

in the travel retail channel by LATR – is

Cannes and he explained that the benefits

being shown in Cannes for the first time

increase every year. He said: “Cannes is

after a solid start in the channel.

great for us and every year it gets bigger and

“We only started distributing Guess

better. For many companies, travel retail is

Jewellery about three months ago but it has

a new channel and it provides a new way to

already been very successful,” said David

develop the business and develop brands.”

Dayan, international director jewellery,
Travel Retail Division. “When we first

Positive
prospects

Among the new products being displayed
is a waterproof and shockproof camera
from Olympus, as well as products from the
distributor’s latest brands, Leica and
Ice Diamond.
Taekema added: “There has already been a

Dufri International is anticipating its busiest

lot of interest, especially in the waterproof

TFWA World Exhibition to date and the

camera. It’s a new product that we are

company has a number of new products to

presenting for the first time and it’s a new

present to visitors to its stand.

type of product that most people say they

“We’re completely booked for the next

haven’t seen before. We’re confident that

couple of days and we’ve also had a lot

we’ll be able to come away at the end of the

of people dropping by the stand to have a

week with some good prospects.”

look at what we have to offer,” said Andrea
Taekema, CEO, Dufri International.
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but we opened at 42 airports!” The products
have proved to be especially popular in
South America and Guess Jewellery is
already available in the travel retail channel
in the likes of Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile.
“The pricepoint of the product is very good
and it’s very affordable, which is why it is
already doing so well,” he added.

Blue Village A3

Global
appeal

Beirut, Pakistan and a number of other

president EMEA. “Every season about 25-

countries, representing airlines, airports

30% of the new collections are made up

and ferries,” he said.

Lifestyle
innovation

of new products.”

“We’ve decided to introduce the clocks and
watches again after leaving this market about
three or four years ago. The initial response
has been excellent and Lufthansa confirmed

Still keeping true to its philosophy,
functionality is at the heart of all new
Tumi products and collections. The
Dror collection, for instance, includes

This year’s TFWA World Exhibition is proving

on Friday that it will be listing the black

Although it is traditionally known as being

reversible bags, which are suitable for

to be one of the busiest to date for Braun,

timepiece as of March next year.”

a luggage company, Tumi is continuing to

various uses and occasions.

which is presenting the latest additions to its

As part of the company’s latest promotional

build on its successful transformation into a

“We really see huge potential in travel

range of shavers, as well as a new collection

campaign, Jose Mourinho and Lucy Liu have

broader lifestyle company.

retail,” Gautron said. “So far this week,

of Braun branded clocks and watches.

also recently been unveiled as new brand

In addition to the briefcases, business bags

we’ve had many new enquiries from

The company came into the show with more

ambassadors. Furthermore, the all black

and handbags that Tumi is famous for,

people who are interested in carrying the

pre-arranged meetings than ever before

branding concept has been further embraced

a range of colourful and innovative lines

Tumi brand. Before, Tumi was just for

and Klaus Mellin, sales agent, Travel Retail

in the packaging and design, while a

have been introduced, ranging from casual

businessmen but now we have created a

& Special Markets, explained that he has

partnership with The Sharper Image has also

handbags to gloves and scarves.

fashion and lifestyle brand, so we have had

already had meetings with operators from

been embarked upon within travel retail.

“We’ve moved away from being a company

a lot of interest from people who wouldn’t

that offers black and grey luggage to

normally have stopped by.”

all over the world.
“We’ve already met with people from
Bolivia, Korea, Scandinavia, Morocco,

Mediterranean
Village P15

being a company that follows seasons and
fashion,” explained Fabrice Gautron, vice

Riviera Village RG14
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Macallan - Lalique
limited edition

The Macallan and Lalique yesterday

to strength and this fourth collaboration

launched the latest addition to The Macallan

further reinforces our very strong

in Lalique Six Pillars Collection, in a special

partnership. The Six Pillars, those elements

event at the Majestic Hotel. The Macallan is

which combine to give this great single malt

an Edrington Group brand being exhibited on

its distinctive quality and character, continue

the Maxxium Travel Retail stand.

to provide the inspiration for these stunning

The Macallan in Lalique Curiously Small

decanters. The stills themselves are the

Stills decanter, which follows on from the

smallest on Speyside, concentrating the

success of the first three decanters, is filled

spirit to create The Macallan’s rich, fruity,

with an exceptionally rare 60 years old

full-bodied flavours.”

Macallan single malt whisky.

Silvio Denz, president and CEO, Lalique,

Designed and created by legendary French

added: “Working with The Macallan

crystal house Lalique, exclusively for The

continues to allow us strong creative

Macallan, the Curiously Small Stills edition

freedom to produce decanters grounded

is limited to 400 individually numbered

in the highest quality and most intricate

decanters, making it a highly collectable and

craftsmanship.” The Curiously Small Stills

desirable item.

decanter is valued at US$20,000 and is

David Cox, director of Fine & Rare Whiskies

available from September 2011.

for The Macallan, commented: “Our
relationship with Lalique goes from strength

Green Village M53

Exquisite
cigars
Exquisite handmade cigars are synonymous
with J. Cortes, and the Belgian manufacturer
is exhibiting an exclusive Special Travel
Retail Pack this year, designed to solidify its
commitment to the travel retail channel. The
new selection is targeted specifically at duty
free managers and outlets, and includes the
Latin American influenced smooth tasting
J. Cortes ‘Dominica Minis’ alongside the
more traditional tasting Indonesian J. Cortes
‘minis’. Other offerings include the massmarket targeted Neos flavoured cigarillos in
a range of flavours, including cherry, vanilla,
mango, cappuccino and chocolate, designed
to build on the success of the existing brand.

existing travel retail customers to put them

“A focus on the bestsellers and making the

in the spotlight.”

existing brands stronger is our aim across

J. Cortes limited edition ‘High Class’ soft

duty free,” said Emmanuel Ghesquiere,

tube cigars complete an optimistic line-up

export manager, J. Cortes. “The main thing

for the global exporter this week in Cannes.

is to be exclusive – appealing products,
new listings and giving something back to

Marine Village S6
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Big plans
for B+D

The latest range of shades being presented
is inspired by the 1950s and Svasemberg
explained that it has been developed on
the back of the success of last year’s
sunglasses collection.
“We’ve been doing very well in travel retail
this year and now we have global plans.

Buch+Deichmann, which offers a portfolio of

We’re starting to work with agents who will

readers and sunglasses, has already agreed

help us to strengthen our presence in the

a new listing at this year’s show and the

global market.”

company is hoping to add a few more before

The Middle East and Asia are proving to be

the end of the week.

strong regions for the company at present

“We confirmed a new listing on the first day

and earlier this year a new listing was

of the exhibition so that was a very good

agreed at Hong Kong International Airport.

start for us,” explained Daniela Svasemberg,
manager, B+D.

Yellow Village A21

Filling a void
Crislu is this year aiming to build on the fast

which has been designed for inflight and ground

development it has experienced of late in the

shops, and satisfies the $25-75 price point.

travel retail channel. The company offers

Crisfield said: “We developed this range because

various ranges of attractive and affordable

we’ve found a void in the marketplace at this

jewellery pieces and being presented in Cannes

pricepoint. The product offers the same Crislu

for the first time are the Sunscapes and Miss

look but we have achieved this price range by

Crislu collections. The latter is the company’s

using non-precious metal (cubic zirconia).”

first range designed specifically for children.

The range has already proved to be very

“The duty free and travel retail sector has

popular among North American carriers,

really developed for us over the years and

with the likes of United, Delta and Continental

we’re now present on 45 airlines, as well as

already listing the products inflight.

cruise ships, airport shops and border shops,”
said Bryan Crisfield, president/CEO, Crislu.
Also being presented is the CZ Jewels range,
24 – TFWA DAILY
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Royal
Welcome

www.wenger.ch

earlier this year. We have teamed up with
around seven airlines as a result of meetings
at that event and we are seeing many of those
contacts here this week too. In fact, it is our
busiest ever Cannes.”
Already, Clogau has achieved listings on around
85% of the airlines it decided to target before

Now that royal wedding fever has subsided,

entering the business. The company is also

Clogau Gold has noticed that people around

proving popular on cruise ships.

the world have a renewed interest in the

“We believe this is because the sales assistants

British royal family and so is preparing special

have time to tell the story behind the brand

products for occasions such as the birth of

and each piece,” said David Butler, head of

William and Kate’s first child.

global sales. “Additionally, certain companies,

“Travel retail represents 15-20% of our

such as Star Cruise, allow passengers to order

business, but my plan for the channel is to

products from a catalogue and to put it on their

utilise it as a window to the world,” said Ben

tab, which is more appealing for them and less

Roberts, managing director. “Having a presence

hassle for us, even though we may not have as

helps you appear bigger than you are and it

many listings as if we were featured in a shop.”

adds clout. Plus, it has a positive knock-on

Nigerian customers travelling through London

effect on the rest of the business.”

Heathrow’s Terminal 5 are also snapping up

Asia is one of Clogau’s most successful

the jewellery.

regions. “We thought it would be the US, but
we had a very successful time in Singapore

Crafting
a Future

Yellow Village D35

Fratelli Rossetti’s impressive range of
handmade shoes and accessories, which
are made in Italy, are helping the familyrun business to become a hit with buyers
around the world.
“We decided to enter the travel retail
channel, as we believe it is a good way
to support our strategy of international
development and we also think that there
is still space for accessory brands like
ours,” said Sophie Weber, area manager
travel retail.
Three brothers Luca, Dario and Diego
still manage every aspect of the creative
design process today and the Hobo shoes,
which now come in dual colours with
an Italian-style tassel, are proving
especially popular.
“We would like to open some key shops
in major airports,” said Giovanni Bonatti,
director general. “This week we are
building awareness by showing all the
operators that we are here in order to start
the ball rolling.”

Red Village L7
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From Ireland to Asia
Butlers Chocolates is enjoying rapid growth

“We’ve been blown away by the feedback

in the Middle East and Asia and a number

we’ve had so far,” said Aisling Walsh,

of specific products aimed at these markets

marketing director, Butlers Chocolates.

have been the subject of much attention at

“We’ve adapted our signature concept to the

this year’s show.

needs of the specific market and we’ve had a

The Irish company has recently received

phenomenal reaction.”

new listings in Jordan, Thailand and Kuala

As well as the focus on the Middle East and

Lumpur, and as the appeal of the brand

Asia, Butlers is also growing its presence in

continues to grow, Butlers is now opening

Europe, and the company’s products have

two new offices in Singapore and Dubai.

recently been listed at Amsterdam Airport

Among the products being displayed is the

Schiphol, while the presence was been

Signature Chocolate Collection, presented in

expanded closer to home in Dublin, following

an attractive golden box, as well as specific

last year’s opening of the new Terminal 2.

lines for gifting occasions such as Chinese
New Year, Ramadan and Eid.

Italian
expansion

Green Village L73
group managing director. “This year we’ve
been growing by double digits everywhere
and we have experienced a very strong
performance in Asia, especially in Hong
Kong and Korea. Also, in Europe we have
experienced significant growth.”
This positivity is reflected in the general

Visitors from around the world have taken the

atmosphere of this year’s show, Norsa

chance to explore travel retail opportunities

explained. “The mood here is very positive

with Salvatore Ferragamo during the first two

and being here is a fundamental step to

days of this year’s exhibition.

developing in travel retail,” he said.

The company’s range of fine Italian

“By the end of this year, I expect that we will

shoes, bags and fashion accessories has

have opened in seven or eight new locations

unsurprisingly generated a high level

altogether in 2011, and we have also

of interest and Salvatore Ferragamo is

increased the presence of our key products,

keen to explore new opportunities in the

such as men’s and women’s shoes. Duty free

channel, where it is already present in no

is very much related to time and space so,

fewer than 147 different airports and duty

wherever possible, we are also looking to

free locations.

make use of larger spaces in airports.”

“Travel retail is a significant part of our
business,” explained Michele Norsa, CEO &

Riviera Village RC13
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Finlandia
goes
Platinum
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in feel and texture, while the impression of
light radiating through glacial spring water

Each bottle is tagged with an individual batch

Sunglasses category
eyeing growth

number and signed by Raitenen himself.

The Sunglasses Category Management

“I don’t know any other vodka which does

Workshop & Awards, hosted by Luxottica

is entirely deliberate – strong illumination
is expected to make the most of these
attributes in point of sale promotion.

this,” said Tim Young, marketing director

Group, took place at The Scene following the

Cannes is one of those rare, privileged

travel retail. “Platinum is very important

close of the exhibition yesterday evening.

places where, in addition to meeting those

to us, so we’re doing a lot of work to build

It was the third consecutive year that the

responsible for business development, the

the position for this new premium product

Workshop has taken place, but the Awards

travel retail community also gets introduced

in strong airport markets, where Platinum

were a new addition, with five separate

to the very people who are actually behind

gives us an important opportunity to move

accolades up for grabs.

the making of the products, and the design

into vodka gifting at the higher end.”

Yngve Bia, founder & owner of Generation

of the concepts.
In this respect, Brown-Forman has not

Green Village M70

Research, presented some intriguing facts on
the performance of the sunglasses category,

World Duty Free’s Ben Deller, head of retail marketing;
Claire Wrigglesworth, global buying manager –
sunglasses; Maria Escuder, category manager costume
jewellery, Spain, UK & International; and Eugenio
Andrades, chief commercial officer.

disappointed this week, bringing Markku

highlighting exactly why it is now the 12th

Raitenen, the master taster of Finlandia

largest category in the industry. Year-on-year

that “consistency is crucial”, as the category

Platinum, and Jennie Meador – the

figures for the first six months of 2011 show

aims to break into the top 10. Patrick Bouchard,

associate worldwide creative director – the

that sales of luxury goods in travel retail have

general manager travel retail, Puig, then offered

actual architect of the Platinum concept,

grown by +17.2%, while sales in the sunglasses

an illuminating perspective from outside the

which marks Brown-Forman’s venture into

category itself have grown by +25.4%. In

category. ‘Retailtainment’, social media and

premium vodka for the first time.

fact, between 1990 and 2010, the category

cross-category collaboration are three key

Loyalists of the 40-year-old brand will

experienced a 15-fold increase in sales.

areas that can be embraced to further grow

welcome the opportunity to step up from

By 2015, Bia forecasted, sunglasses will

the category, he said. It was then time for

Finlandia classic, enjoying a very different

represent 4.4% of all duty free and travel

the presentation of the inaugural Travel

and distinctive taste, which stems from the

retail sales, and sunglasses sales will

Retail Sunglasses Category Awards. A total

use of Birchwood chip filtration. In fact,

represent 10% of the luxury goods category.

of five awards were presented to recognise

Meador said: “It is far more of a marriage than

Francis Gros, group travel retail director,

outstanding innovation, with World Duty

a filtration – that would remove the flavour,

Luxottica, then took to the podium, where

Free Group taking the Sunglasses Retailer

he outlined the importance of a “proactive

of the Year and Best Sunglasses Promotion

approach” to ensure a good return on

Initiative for the Madrid outpost promotion.

this adds the nuance, this adds the taste.”
As you would expect from an upscale product,
craftsmanship yells out from Platinum. The
bottle design accentuates its Nordic origins
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He looks happier than in real life: Markku Raitenen,
the master taster of Finlandia Platinum, who has his
signature on every bottle, and Jennie Meador, the
associate worldwide creative director behind BrownForman’s first venture into premium vodka.

investment. He told those in attendance that
“we must keep pushing the boundaries” and

Riviera Village RG8
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Another
exciting
year for
Beauty
Contact!
New launches
and still more
to come…

This year Beauty Contact will also be introducing 6 new lines from Madonna Nudes 1979.

CHARMS COLLECTION IN RED – Sugar
& spice and everything nice….Bright and
IT’S BLACK – A captivating new fragrance in

IT’S WHITE – Pure, simple & graceful.

Astounding RED packaging with attractive

a stylish Black presentation. A touch of class

A crisp & fresh new fragrance. Fruity &

dangling charms. This flowery fragrance is

and elegance. With notes of Passion Flower,

floral notes of Juicy Melon, pink grapefruit,

made up of notes of Bitter Orange, Orange

Hypnotic Jasmine, Midnight Rose, Sensual

Orange Blossom, Cinnamon, Cedar Wood

Flower, Sambac Jasmine, Pink Sugar &

Patchouli, Vetiver Mist &Vanilla Fusion.

and Cashmere musk.

base notes of Sweet vanilla and honey.

you can use anytime,

CHARMS COLLECTION IN LAVENDER – with

MOLTEN GOLD – Dazzling gold packaging,

MOLTEN SILVER – Notes of Bergamot,

any place!

the soft touch of lavender pleasing to the

and a rich new fragrance encapsulated in

pink pepper, Wild Orchid, Gardenia, Clove

eye with a refreshing fragrances….notes of

a “DROPLET” shaped bottle. With alluring

Blossom , Sensual Wood all wrapped up in a

Pink pepper, freesia petals, lily of the valley,

notes of Raspberry, Neroli, Orange Blossom,

“Droplet” of Molten silver.

violets, sandalwood and Soft Musk.

Golden Honey, Patchouli & Blonde Woods

The new Cadillac
Xtreme Fragrance is
for lovers of speed,
fearless, seekers
of adventure and
challenges. With
tantalizing notes of
Blood Orange, Sage
Brush, Tonka Bean,
Pimento Berry, Amber
& musk, Cadillac
XTREME is a fragrance

Booth F58
Yellow Village
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Doubling up

the chocolate, candy and gum sectors, it has

Exciting
times for
Kraft

now extended its offer to include biscuits,
having added Oreo to its travel retail portfolio.
“In travel retail, the biscuit category is not

Scorpio Distributors has doubled its stand

sector, as explained by McGuire, 30% of the

size at this year’s show to cater for the

company is now perfumes and cosmetics.

expanded portfolio of products and the

In fact, Scorpio has now secured the rights

increasing level of interest in the company’s

from L'Oréal to distribute Yves Saint Laurent

travel retail operations.

fragrances and cosmetics for the UK and

Kraft Foods World Travel Retail (KFWTR)

opportunity here.”

“The stand has been very busy so far,” said

Ireland inflight market.

presented its recent achievements and

After presenting a video detailing the findings

travel retail plans for the future at a special

of a comprehensive piece of research into

reception on its stand yesterday afternoon.

consumer behaviour in travel retail, Fehr

“2011 has been a strong year for us and

concluded that: “I can guarantee only more

more time to prepare the distribution for

we came to Cannes stronger and more

excitement and success ahead!”

February-March.”

innovative than ever before,” said

Among the latest products being showcased

Andreas Fehr, managing director

are solar-powered timepieces from

worldwide, KFWTR.

Avalanche, as well as a selection of watches

In June, Kraft and Cadbury legally became

from Timberland, for which Scorpio has

a single organisation and Fehr said that he

secured inflight distribution rights.

has been “delighted with the smoothness

Although the company started out

of the transition”.

distributing just watches in the travel retail

He explained that the company is heading

Stuart McGuire, group managing director.
“For us, it’s actually better to have the
show slightly earlier because it gives us

Mediterranean
Village P8

an established category,” explained Natalia
Sanz, manager marketing. “Up until now,
there was no proper global brand present
and we’ve identified that there’s a potential

Riviera Village RG5

up the confectionery category in five of
the six regions and the company has one
clear aim, which is to “excite and engage

Ahoy!
Capt
Black
comes to
Cannes

international travellers”.
While the company continues to innovate in

American
Cool
Tommy Hilfiger is exhibiting for the first time

Scandinavian Tobacco Group – maker of
the fast-moving, fast-developing Café
Crème – reports good results, not only in

Standing with Captain Black – first time in Cannes for the
world’s best-selling pipe tobacco blend – Scandinavian
Tobacco Group’s Lars Toft Wassberg, SVP marketing, and
Koen van Vaerenbergh, international business manager.

here in Cannes and is looking to expand into the
“virgin territory” of travel retail.
“Our prime request is for space,” said Briac
Pinault, vice president global duty free & travel

the Asian key growth markets, but also in
the steadfast North American duty free

tobacco style 'room aroma'.

retail. “To be able to sell a lifestyle brand such

sectors, where seven new SKUs were

This year in Cannes is the first time

as ours you do need enough space to show all

introduced last year (developments which

Scandinavian Tobacco Group has

aspects in order to convey our American cool

will spread to Europe soon).

appeared with Captain Black (which

image. We realise that airport retail areas are

Talking to the TFWA Daily, Lars Toft

Wassberg drily notes is the world’s

not department stores, but they should be

Wassberg, SVP marketing, explained that

best-selling pipe tobacco blend) since

aiming to be a mini high street – especially if

Asian buyers were continuing to fast-

acquiring the parent company, Lanes, last

you want to attract customers who don’t usually

assimilate Café Crème due to the strong

year. “Pipe tobacco is not a key market

spend on fashion in this channel.”

adoption of aromatic cigars by Asian

in Asia, but the point is it is growing – we

The company has a full diary of meetings this

consumers, although there was a marked

are benefiting from it with real numbers,”

week and is working hard to communicate

preference for tipped and filter tipped

observed Koen van Vaerenbergh,

the brand’s international clout and affordable

products. Vanilla is still the most-preferred

international business manager.

price tags.

Blue Village D10
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aroma, but continued research and
development goes into producing a pipe-

Red Village M24
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Luxe Launches

WiT Does Its Bit

L’Oreal Luxe has a batch of new launches,

for the Christmas holiday season.”

which is keeping its eye-catching stand on the

Other new novelties include Loverdose, a

5th Floor jam-packed with buyers.

feminine fragrance from Diesel, which is

“There is a very nice dynamic this week,” said

described as a love potion; Cacharel Amor

Floriane Pampiglione, brand director travel

Amor Forbidden Kiss, Biotherm Skin Vito

retail worldwide luxury products division.

Uniformity for smooth and radiant skin, plus

“Despite the economic turmoil, people are

much, much more. Visit the stand for a full

very receptive to our new launches and

tour from Pampiglione and her colleague

everyone is in a great mood.”

Christophe Venot, fragrances brand director

Among the new innovations from the company

travel retain worldwide luxury products division.

is an eagerly anticipated skincare range for
YSL called Forever Youth Liberator. “We have

Women in Travel (WiT) held a silent auction

Maxxium had raised 1870 from Monday

been working with scientists in Germany

and a grand prize draw last night to raise

morning’s charity run, while DFNI supplied

to create a breakthrough in anti-ageing

money to build a school for children with

the champagne and the boys from Quest

skincare based around ‘glycobiology’,” said

special needs in Delhi. Generous suppliers

Exhibitions helped to transport all the prizes

Pampiglione. “This term describes how skin

including Lacoste, Furla and La Prairie

from the stands to the WiT meeting location

cells communicate. The problem is, as we

donated fabulous prizes and a quick count up

outside the auditorium.

grow older, communication can diminish,

revealed that the group had, so far, raised a

“We need around 130,000 to build the school,

but the YSL formulations help the skin cells

whopping 13,260.

including the money we raise tonight from

‘speak to each other’ again and so can help

“I would like to thank DFS for contributing

the silent auction and prize draw,” said Sarah

skin to look more youthful. This formulation is

over 14,000 worth of handbags, TREND who

Branquinho, business relations and external

exclusive to YSL.”

kindly gave 11,000 and Martin Moodie for

affairs director, World Duty Free and Aldeasa,

Other new launches include a travel retail

a personal donation of 1500,” said Gerry

and another founding member of WiT. “We

exclusive palette for YSL. “This is very visible at

Munday, head of travel retail, Furla and

raised 118,000 last year and we will find a way

the POS as it is bright pink,” said Pampiglione.

founding member of WiT.

to make up the rest, no problem.”

“We will soon be introducing a version in black

Moni
Ducci's
'Magic
Mirror'

Moni Ducci yesterday introduced its
revolutionary merchandising concept ‘Magic
Mirror’ – an interactive plasma screen designed
to make fitting rooms unnecessary. Developed

Niveau 5 W1

Natural
Talent

by Eric Van Velzen, managing partner at
Automated Retail Concepts, the ‘Magic Mirror’
recognises the customer’s face shape, neck

With a new-look stand, expanded product

size and skin colour, uploading their picture

offering and strategy to build more engaging

automatically to the screen. Combinations of

relationships with its business partners, Pica

shirts and ties can be tried on virtually and even

LéLa is entering a new era of success.

make an impact,” said Lum. “We always have

printed and sent to a smartphone.

“We now feel like the brand is moving to a

12 collections on-the-go and our latest addition,

Moni Ducci has also extended its product

place which will allow us to grow more with our

which is based around the theme of nature,

range of shirts and accessories for women and

partners,” said Frank Lum, general manager.

features flowers and butterflies with colourful

gentlemen; highlights include the ‘Red Button’

Here at the show this company is launching

enamel. The main thing is to get the business

watches for men.

clutch bags and scarves, which it is presenting

moving faster and we are happy that we are

Moni Ducci is keen on extending its market

alongside its jewellery collection. “This offers

experiencing double digit growth.”

presence. Presently, its product range is

something extra to our customer and this really

Pictured left to right: Pica LéLa’s Kevin Cheung,

available on seven major airlines and a

elevates the look of the brand,” said Lum.

manager, sales operations; Frank Lum, general

new boutique will open in Sharjah Duty

The company has also developed special carry

manager; Christine Yan, operation director and

Free in October.

bags and product brochures, which tell the

Peggy Wu, J.P. managing director.

Yellow Village D36

brand story and help to entice more trade.
“Retailers have started giving us more space to

Blue Village B4
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MCM goes
colour

consumers and are available in in-trend
orange, lime-green and mustard yellow.
Alongside MCM’s backpack project, which is
particularly popular in Korea and the US, the
company is also introducing other premium
collections, such as the ‘heart’ cherry printed
Tambourine and Boston bags of ‘Sweet

MCM’s new colourful Spring/Summer 2012

Visetos’, available in pink/blue, white/pink and

collection features entirely new decorations

beige/pink. Very successful in Asia, MCM has

and new enhanced quality materials, such

a strong travel retail presence in the Middle

as leather and special skins. Combining

East, Europe and the US.

practicality and functionality with fun
styles, the bags are targeted towards young

Riviera Village RC4

Silhouette
celebrates
the sun
Silhouette is launching its new lifestyle

yellow and blue. Made from titanium,

campaign ‘Celebrate the Sun’, focusing on

they are very lightweight.

high-tech materials, stylish design

Alongside its main market of Europe,

and comfortable wear.

Silhouette brands are extremely popular in

The elegant, yet sporty collection

Asia and the Middle East, and the company

features a total refreshment of design

is keen on expanding in the Americas.

and colours, which include fuchsia

Currently, some 60 airlines worldwide

and bright green.

feature Silhouette sunglasses in their

The Adidas range focuses on

inflight portfolios.

functionality and practicality for athletes
in catchy colours, including orange,

34 – TFWA DAILY
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Get to know
one of the most
popular families
in Switzerland!
Allow us to introduce the Chocobloc family
from Switzerland. These chocolate varieties
are very popular around the world and are
now being combined in one pack. The next
thing to hit your shelves perhaps?
The Chocobloc creations from
Chocolat Frey represent the very
best in chocolate pleasure for many
chocolate lovers. And with good
reason. The special shape and refined
combination of almonds, honey and
nougat make Chocobloc a truly unique
flavour experience.

Chocobloc Dark 72% and Chocobloc
Orange.

All good things come in fives

can be sure your customers will want

cocoa beans and the finest Swiss milk. It

Our customers have been waiting a long

some as well, to surprise their family

is thanks to these high quality standards

time for this: the Chocobloc family has

and friends.

that the family business, founded in

finally been united in one pack (5x 100g)
– so there is nothing stopping you from

1887, has now become the most popular

100% made in Switzerland

chocolate brand in Switzerland. With a

enjoying this diverse range of flavours!

The Chocobloc creations, like all of the

market share of almost 40%, Chocolat

Chocobloc comes in five seductive

The sophisticated gold packaging makes

chocolate produced by Chocolat Frey,

Frey is the clear number 1 in Switzerland

varieties: Chocobloc Milk, Chocobloc

these five Chocobloc varieties the ideal

are 100% Swiss made. Only the very best

– and is becoming increasingly

White, Chocobloc Dark, exclusive

gift for all kinds of occasions. And you

ingredients are used, such as top quality

popular abroad too.

“While we are having great success with this,
we didn’t want to forget our core strength,

Toscow
Takes Over

which is why we are also launching a multi-

Toscow is usually known for its multi-

as Toscow’s business with the Nuance Group

coloured crystal jewellery. However, its chic

in Australia has increased by 150%.

new Celestial Cascade collection of bracelets

“This is mainly due to us altering the product mix

is inspiring a renewed interest from buyers,

and including more expensive items in the mix,

such as Dubai Duty Free, who placed an

which has generated extra sales for us,” said

immediate order for the range after seeing a

Sunny Lam, chairman. “They are so pleased with

picture of it on a meeting invite, which Toscow

the results that they are going to give us an extra

sent out before the show.

30sqm of space at Sydney Airport.”

“This new line is very simple, elegant and

Buyers wanting something truly special

classy,” said Francis Ng, general manager.

should check out the range of opal jewellery.

“The strands cascade like a waterfall and the

Each piece is unique, as the stones are

crystals look like little reflections of light.”

natural and rare. Prices are higher for this

The bracelets come in three widths – small,

range and can fetch up to $150,000.

medium and large – to help retailers to
better target their passenger profiles.

Rosafox
fur stoles

coloured range called Vanity flair,” said Ng.
“The designs are focused around a central
crystal with lots of little crystals around it.”
The design team must be amazingly talented,

Blue Village D9

A limited edition interior set has also been
developed, featuring cushions and shawls.
Produced in Finland from Finnish blue foxes,
the stoles are mainly sold in Russia, China
and Arabic countries. Rosafox products sell
particularly well in the cruise ship retail
market, and the company is keen to further

Rosafox’s classic fur stoles are back with

develop in airport retail as well. Its products

a brand new edition of luxury premium

are already available in some airports in

products for women aged 40+. Its new 20th

Europe and Asia.

anniversary collection shows shimmering
colours – blue, silver, violet and champagne.

Marine Village S11
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GODET COGNAC
ADVENTURE

Spirit of 1745
Resurrecting the spirit of the Jacobite

director, Drambuie. “Jacobite Collection

revolution in 1745, Drambuie has launched

will be a travel retail exclusive for a period

the ‘Jacobite Collection’, with a new

of three months before entering the

A challenging 6,000-mile sailing trip

ice or other fruity combinations.” Distilled

decanter and hand-etched crystal ‘Amen’

domestic markets at the premium end, and

across the icy wastes of Antarctica

from predominantly Folle Blanche with

replica glass, bearing testament to the

we have just signed an exclusive supply

around Cape Horn was the inspiration

Ugni Blanc grapes, ANTARCTICA comes

history and legacy of the distiller.

contract with Autogrill.”

for Cognac Godet’s exciting new creation,

in a chunky ice block bottle retailing in

Containing the authentic blend of herbs

ANTARCTICA – a fresh, light, floral

European duty free at 140 for 75cl. It already

and spices, a limited edition booklet written

Cognac. Desperate for a pick-me-up

sells in 50 airports, including Amsterdam

by whisky writer Ian Buxton describes the

between three-hour watches, eaux-de-vie

Schiphol, Prague, Singapore Changi, Taipei,

taste as ‘a light citrus appearing on the

producer Jean-Jacques Godet conjured

Guangzhou and Moscow Sheremetyevo, and

tongue, before developing a delicious vanilla,

up a cocktail of Cognac, lemon and ice for

is doing well in US domestic markets.

wrapped in a coconut cloak’.

the 10-strong crew. “Thus, ANTARCTICA

“We expect to open up a whole new

Building on the recognition of the pure

was born – a life-saver and real winner. As a

market segment in Cognac and have

malt Drambuie 15 range, which won a

small company you launch an idea and never

already had a huge number of requests

series of accolades at last year’s show,

know how it will go in the market,” said

about ANTARCTICA here at the show from

the Jacobite collection personifies a blend

Jean-Jacques Godet, president directeur

operators in the Middle East and elsewhere

of malt and grain, to produce a rarified

general, Cognac Godet. “We wanted to

and are pleased to supply to Heinemann in

taste, breaking the perception associated

capture the feeling of adventure and fun in

Europe,” said Godet.

with existing ranges. “Not only have we

this light, refreshing drink that you can down
in shots or mix in cocktails with lemon and

Blue Village A1

Functional bags
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changed the bottle, but we’ve changed the
expectations,” said Tim Dewey, marketing

Heart of
Baking

‘Irish
True’

Jacobsen’s Bakery is debuting its

‘Unquestionably Irish’ with a unique take

distinctively produced selection of butter

was the pioneering message from Shane

cookies, with an objective to spread its motto

Hoyne, global brand director for William

of enjoying ‘happy moments’. Presenting its

Grant & Sons, as the award winning spirits

travel retail exclusive Jacobsen ‘design tin’

company launched its new Tullamore Dew

range, ‘teddy bear’ range and fruit infused

‘Irish True’ marketing campaign at TFWA

‘Tivoli’ cookies, the message is to bring

World Exhibition this week.

the feel-good sentiments of sharing from

In a bid to establish Tullamore Dew as a

times of the past, to add a new dimension to

truly premium international and iconic

confectionery sales.

brand, the company is spearheading the

“We’re bakers at heart, with a very long

campaign in 10 markets from October,

history from humble beginnings in Denmark

including the Czech Republic, Bulgaria,

to major suppliers in over 80 countries

Sweden, France and the US.

Italian travel luggage company BRIC’S has

goods across the ‘Life Collection’, business

worldwide,” said Bo Keller, marketing

A new packaging for the triple distilled

joined forces with Missoni to launch a new

orientated ‘Life Pelle’ tanned leather bags and

director, Jacobsen’s Bakery. “What we’re

whiskey will also be fully available from July

collection of travel accessories to customers

the intricately styled ‘Pininfarina’ selection of

trying to create is a little universe and a story,

2012, boasting a newly-designed label and

at TFWA World Exhibition. The new Missoni

chic travel bags.

allowing people to enjoy the cookies and

prominent stories of heritage, building on

for BRIC’s ‘Zig-Zag’ range is made of PVC

“Our leather from Tuscany is 100% Italian

share sentiments over a cup of coffee or tea.”

the initial of D.E.W’s Daniel E. Williams.

and nylon, with the selected MISSONI zig-zag

styled. Next year we celebrate 60 years of

Jacobsen’s Bakery is focusing on making

“Irish True was a good way to talk about

pattern. Available as travel bags, wash bags and

BRIC'S, so it is natural for us to produce these

its brand internationally recognisable to

the brand. It’s true to the Irish character,

a selection of four-wheeled trolleys, Zig-Zag

products,” said Michele Maccapani, duty free

travellers, establishing quality contacts

but not to what you already knew before,”

will be available in travel retail and domestic

travel retail manager, BRIC’S.

with confectionery distributors to increase

said Hoyne. “Irish whiskey is on an upward

markets from December this year with the

BRIC’S is now focusing on consolidating its

travel retail instore visibility. “Stores cannot

trajectory, appealing to people not only in

nylon line range available from spring 2012.

influence across European markets, widening

survive on chocolate and liquor and need

Ireland, but also across the globe, and the

Other styles include the functional and

its influence in Asia and the US.

other items, such as high quality cookies,”

US and UK markets are over the moon. We

explained Keller. “Our aim for the travel

don’t want something that everyone else is

retailer is unique – to create value and these

doing. The challenge is offering something

happy moments and we’ve been doing this

different and we’ll be talking to our

since 1967.”

customers over the next 12 months.”

Red Village J19

Golden Village G02

versatile ‘XBag’ with a multifunctional strap
model, elegant bags, handbags and leather
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Centralising the
commercial offer
Over the course of the last year, a number of
significant retail projects have been completed at
various European airports and a common theme
has been the centralisation of the retail facilities
to maximise footfall. Birmingham Airport’s single
terminal development and Budapest Airport’s new
SkyCourt building provide two such examples.
Ryan Ghee reports.
Birmingham Airport

said. “Whereas passengers would have

A major part of Birmingham Airport’s

previously been directed to either Terminal 1

one terminal development – which has

or Terminal 2, the one terminal development

ultimately seen two terminals merged into a

means that all airside retail and F&B is

single facility – was to provide an enhanced

available to all passengers.”

retail and food and beverage (F&B) offer.

Having focused so heavily on the

The flagship element of the retail

commercial aspect during the one terminal

development has seen the introduction

development, Gill added that this highlights

of a 1,800sqm walkthrough World Duty

the airport’s commitment to working with its

Free store, which includes UK travel’s

commercial partners.

first Chanel Espace concept, comprising a

“The investment in retail is a sign that the

280sqm shop-in-shop, offering products

airport is dedicated to delivering more

that are otherwise limited to prime

passengers for our commercial partners,

locations on the high street.

but what is also clear is that the retailers

“The focus in developing our space airside

see a bright future for Birmingham Airport,”

was primarily on retail and reviewing

he concluded.

the mix that we already had, we felt that
we had to improve on our current offer,”

Budapest Airport

said Richard Gill, head of commercial,

As the most significant aspect of Budapest

Birmingham Airport. “The World Duty Free

Airport’s 1261 million investment in

store was a must and we could see from the

developing airport facilities, the SkyCourt

feedback that we got that we were lacking

building, which links Terminals 2A and 2B,

a fashion offer, so this is something that

was officially opened in March.

we’ve also addressed.”

The 24,000sqm building includes 39 food

Although the landside retail offer has been

and beverage (F&B) and retail outlets,

reduced to cater for an enlarged security

spanning an area of 4,300sqm, and at the

search zone, Gill explained that this has

heart of this is the 1,400sqm walkthrough

still allowed the airport to create a more

duty free store operated by Gebr.

“impactful” selection. The realignment of

Heinemann.

the retail facilities means that the landside

“Historically, the retail offer at Budapest

offer now accounts for 34% of the airport’s

Airport has been quite limited,” said Alan

overall commercial offering, as opposed to

Bork, commercial director, Budapest

45% pre-development.

Airport. “One of the reasons was that the

“Although landside now accounts for
less of the overall commercial offering,
on the lower level, at the meet and greet
arrivals area, three new units have been
added,” Gill said.
Landside, approximately 850sqm of
additional retail space has been created
and a number of new brands have been
introduced, ranging from the likes of
electronics company Dixons, to fashion
brand Superdry. Innovation has also been
embraced through the likes of the Blanc et
Noir Champagne & Wine Bar.
Aside from the introduction of additional
floor space and new brands, Gill explained
that the amalgamation of the Terminal 1 and
2 security search areas also benefits the
generation of non-aeronautical revenues.
“The quicker processing times and overall
experience help to create a positive impact
on the passenger dwell time in the main

"The investment
in retail is a sign
that the airport
is dedicated to
delivering more
passengers for
our commercial
partners, but
what is also
clear is that the
retailers see a
bright future
for Birmingham
Airport."

IDL (International Departure Lounge),” he
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PRODUCED BY

01
old terminal configuration had two terminal

through the airport are international

zones separated from each other and with

travellers, a conscious effort was also made

limited space to create commercial offers.

to ensure that there is a focus on creating

The SkyCourt terminal is connecting these

a destination element within the retail and

two terminal zones, thus considerably

F&B offer. So, as well as internationally

expanding the total floor space with a

recognisable brands such as Burger King

central terminal zone where passengers

and KFC, there is also a more local element

are exposed to the retail and F&B offer.”

to the F&B offer, thanks to brands such as

From the outset, SkyCourt was a truly

Hungarian prestige brand Gundel.

Bork explained: “This project is set to be

commercially driven project. “The decision

While 32% of all revenues are currently

finalised by the middle of 2012, when a

was from the very beginning to have the

derived from non-aeronautical sources,

number of new retail and F&B units will

commercial activities determining the

the expectation is that this will increase

further improve the commercial offer at

layout of the terminal,” Bork explained.

significantly over the course of the next five

Budapest Airport and become an extension

“We therefore developed a spatial plan

years. As part of the ongoing ‘BUD Future’

to the latest retail development in SkyCourt.

that would maximise retail exposure

programme, plans are already in place to

We are currently talking to retailers and

by commercially influencing intuitive

refurbish and upgrade the two terminal

we hope that we will also be able to attract

passenger flows.”

zones – A and B – to bring them into line

some new exciting international retail

As two-thirds of all passengers passing

with the new SkyCourt facility.

brands to Budapest.”

01 The flagship element of the Birmingham Airport
retail development was the introduction of a 1,800sqm
walkthrough World Duty Free store, which includes UK
travel’s first Chanel Espace concept.
02 Bork: “The SkyCourt terminal is connecting these
two terminal zones, thus considerably expanding the
total floor space with a central terminal zone where
passengers are exposed to the retail and F&B offer.”
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It is with great sadness that TFWA reports the death of Lee Fisher in the early hours of Monday 19th September in Cannes.
Mr Fisher, who worked for UK-based Lea International design consultancy, died in hospital following an incident in the town.
The matter is being investigated by the police. The Board, Management Committee and staff of TFWA wish to convey their
sincere condolences to the family, friends and colleagues of Mr Fisher at this very difficult time.
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